In Brief
Visual animals generate smooth and saccadic eye movements, which must interact to both stabilize gaze and track salient features. Mongeau and Frye examine magnetically tethered fruit flies and show that they temporally integrate visual cues to trigger and tune objectfixation saccades independently from smooth movement for ground stabilization.
INTRODUCTION
Humans generate body, head, and/or eye movements and saccades to fixate a moving visual object on the frontal fovea [1] , whereas flies move their whole body in flight for the same purposes [2] . It has been suggested that a control system sharing the control effort between smooth movement and saccades would provide a good solution for robust object fixation in both arthropods and humans [3] . Flies robustly fixate an elongated vertical bar in free flight [4] . Studies of bar fixation in flies have primarily focused on revealing the visual parameters, control strategies, and circuitry for smooth movement in tethered animals [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , yet body saccades account for at least 80% of total net change in heading during free flight [9] . In tethered Drosophila, rapid modulation in wing kinematics and yaw torque resembling saccades [10] [11] [12] are evoked by complex features moving within the visual periphery [8] , yet the functional role of saccades for visual fixation in flies is unclear.
In human vision, saccades are grouped into different classes based on their underlying trigger and dynamics. In humans, reflexive saccades are triggered by the appearance or disappearance of an external stimulus, whereas scanning saccades are triggered endogenously for exploration of the visual environment [13] . In flies, computational techniques applied to freeflight saccades have revealed that the vast majority are due to external sensory causes and are thereby reflexive in nature [14] , evoked by visual expansion of an approaching object or surface [15, 16] . Once a saccade is triggered, visual motion appears to play no role in modulating its dynamics [17, 18] . In tethered flight, flies generate saccades in the absence of any visual motion, suggesting that endogenous processes may also evoke saccades [10, 19] .
With respect to dynamics, human saccades have been categorized into exploratory and fixating micro-saccades based on their amplitudes [20] . In flies, free-flight saccades have been characterized as stereotyped with some variation in amplitude, duration, and speed [21, 22] . The structure of a stationary background influences saccade rate and amplitude in freely flying blowflies [23] but has little effect on saccade dynamics in Drosophila [15] . Magnetically and thread-tethered flies also generate spontaneous saccades that vary in their dynamics, with gross changes in the luminance or spatial layout of the visual panorama having some influence on saccade dynamics [12, 17] . In several instances, saccade dynamics have been shown to be modulated by visual objects-for example, in hoverflies when chasing other flies [2] and in Drosophila prior to landing on a post [9] .
Whereas rapid body saccades in flies enable a rapid change in gaze, flies also produces slower, continuous optomotor steering responses to external displacements of the visual panorama. The underlying operation and mechanism of smooth optomotor movement in flies, which serves to reduce retinal slip and stabilize visual gaze against unintended course deviations, has been studied extensively [6, 11, 24, 25] , as has the interaction between smooth optomotor movement and saccades for gaze control been the subject of several studies under free-flight conditions [9, 26, 27] . Whether flies, like humans, dynamically tune saccade commands for object fixation or optomotor tracking remains unknown.
Here, we examined the saccadic component of yaw-based visual fixation as well as the switch between saccadic and smooth flight optomotor movements. We used a magnetic tether apparatus in which a fly was tethered to a pin and suspended in a magnetic field [10, 28] and allowed to steer freely in yaw. The magnetic tether was surrounded by a cylindrical array of lightemitting diodes (LEDs) that projected a panoramic background pattern superposed with a narrow vertical bar. Rotating the bar around the arena elicited robust tracking by the fly as it reflexively fixated it. Remarkably, bar fixation behavior is saccadic, with little smooth movement between saccades. By contrast, rotation of the textured panorama in the direction opposite to the bar elicited smooth movement in between bar-fixation saccades. Prior work had established that saccades were evoked by a bar positioned within the visual periphery [5, 8] . We go substantially further to demonstrate that these saccades are triggered not by a threshold in absolute retinal position but rather by a threshold in the temporal integral over space between the bar position and visual midline. For bars that were moving fast, saccades were produced with more yaw torque than for bars moving slowly. Similarly, optomotor saccades were triggered by a threshold in the temporal integral of retinal slip. If the visual surroundings were moving simultaneously, saccadic bar fixation was unaffected [29] , but flies immediately engaged smooth compensatory movement between every saccade. We propose a novel hybrid control model based upon spatiotemporal integration of visual signals.
RESULTS

Visual Bar Fixation Is Enabled by Body Saccades
Flies were tethered to a magnetic pin and suspended in a freeyaw pivot tether ( Figure 1A) . We tested the hypothesis that flies rely on both smooth and saccadic movement when fixating a moving visual bar in yaw. Here, the feature that distinguishes a ''bar'' is its motion relative to the surrounding visual panorama. We rotated a high-contrast, randomly textured vertical bar over a similarly textured stationary background and measured flies' heading angle as they attempted to fixate the bar. To our surprise, body saccades dominated visual fixation behavior (Figure 1B) , with little smooth movement between saccades ( Figures  1C and 1F ; Movie S1). Flies could continuously generate saccades directed toward the moving bar for several revolutions around the arena (Movie S1). The constantly revolving bar generally preceded the fly, such that the bar was fixated in the frontolateral field of view, rather than being centered on midline ( Figures 1D and 1E ). The full-width half-maximum of the distribution of the bar image on the retina was similar for a textured bar set against a similarly textured static panorama and a more traditional dark bar set against a uniform bright panorama, although the textured bar had a more distinguishable bimodal distribution ( Figure 1E ; see STAR Methods). Flies maintained an effectively stationary heading between saccades ( Figures 1C and 1F ) with the bar being fixated in the periphery ( Figure 1E ). Occasionally, the bar would cross the visual midline of the animal, which the vast majority of time occurred when the fly initially detected the bar ( Figure S1A ).
Upon the bar entering the field of view, flies frequently generated an initial saccade oriented toward the bar but occasionally did not react or generated a saccade oriented away from the bar (Figures S1A and S1B) . Here, we defined a successful bout of visual fixation as a continuous, co-directional tracking effort through at least one half revolution (180 ) around the arena (see STAR Methods). Henceforth, we refer to this class of saccades as ''bar-fixation saccades'' on the basis of their distinct dynamics, trigger, frequency, and precision by comparison to spontaneous saccades. To our knowledge, bar-fixation saccades are previously undescribed in flies. Bar-fixation saccades in the magnetic tether were characterized by rapid changes in body orientation, generated by an initial, large angular acceleration, and followed by a small angular deceleration (Figures S1D-S1F).
Bar-Fixation Saccades Differ from Spontaneous Saccades
We tested the hypothesis that body saccades are all-or-none events that are not tuned to motion dynamics of the bar stimulus. During visual fixation, with all bar speeds pooled, we measured a mean saccade duration of 77 ± 32 ms (median = 69 ms), mean amplitude of 33 ± 18 (median = 28 ), and a mean peak angular velocity of 567 s À1 ± 270 s À1 (median = 509 s À1 ). Saccade amplitude and duration were correlated (t test for slope, p < 0.001; linear regression, R 2 = 0.31). Similarly, saccade amplitude and peak angular velocity were weakly correlated (t test for slope, p < 0.001; linear regression, R 2 = 0.17), which is consistent with previous studies using a magnetic tether [10, 12] (Figure S1C ). We next presented flies with a stationary, randomly patterned visual landscape. We detected and analyzed 6,852 spontaneous saccades (n = 27 animals; median number of saccades per trial = 9). Overall, spontaneous saccades were shorter, faster, and larger in amplitude than bar-fixation saccades (Figure 1G) . Here, we refer to ''spontaneous saccades'' as saccades that are not tied to any obvious external stimulus. For these saccades, we measured a mean saccade duration of 101 ± 53 ms (median = 83 ms), a mean amplitude of 64 ± 34 (median = 56 ), and a mean peak angular velocity of 976 s À1 ± 457 s
À1
(median = 929 s À1 ). The dynamics of spontaneous saccades were statistically different from saccades during a visual fixation task (t test; p < 0.001 for saccade duration, amplitude, and peak angular velocity; Figures 1G and S1C). Bar-fixation saccades occurred at a rate well above the rate of spontaneous saccades (saccade rate in the presence of 30 width visual bar: median = 1.3 saccades s À1 ; spontaneous saccade rate: median = 0.4 saccades s À1 ; see section below). We compared the variation in amplitude, duration, and peak angular velocity between barfixation and spontaneous saccades and found that bar-fixation saccades have much lower variation in these parameters, suggesting precise tuning to the visual stimulus (two-sample F test for equal variances; p < 0.001 for amplitude, duration, and angular velocity). On the basis of their dynamics, link to external stimulus, frequency, and precision, we conclude that barfixation saccades are in a class different from spontaneous saccades.
Visual Fixation Saccades Are Tuned to Bar Motion Dynamics
We discovered that body saccade dynamics are tuned to the bar velocity ( Figure 1H ). Bar velocity had a subtle but significant effect on saccade duration, amplitude, and peak angular velocity (ANOVA; p < 0.001 for all; degrees of freedom [DF] = 2). When Except for (E), n = 2,968 saccades from 10 animals. Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum within 1.53 inter-quartile range. See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
including the possible effects of individuals and stimulus direction, the statistical outcome did not change (mixed effect model; p < 0.001 for all). These results demonstrate that the dynamics of bar-fixation saccades are visually tuned to the dynamics of the bar stimulus. A body saccade is initiated by a torque command, damped by aerodynamic forces and flapping counter-torque, and arrested by an active counter-torque [21, 30] . As expected, saccades executed in our flight arena were characterized by an initial torque followed by a counter torque ( Figures 1I and S1D-S1F ). Because visual motion has very little effect during a saccade [17] , any tuning should be planned prior to saccade execution. We tested the hypothesis that flies tune the initial torque to control saccade duration and amplitude. Initial peak torques were tuned to the bar speed (ANOVA; p < 0.001; DF = 2; Figures 1J and S1G) and peak (minimum) counter-torques scaled with bar speed (ANOVA; p < 0.001; DF = 2; Figure 1J ). In addition, further supporting the hypothesis that bar-fixation saccades are tuned and are a different class of saccades, we found that the peak torques of these saccades were statistically smaller than those of spontaneous saccades (t test; p < 0.001; fixation: 1. 17 [5, 8] , we hypothesized that bar-fixation saccades in the magnetic tether might be triggered within a similar spatial domain. We measured the position error from the visual midline to the center of the bar prior to the execution of a saccade (bar width = 30 ). During bouts of bar fixation, pre-saccade retinal position error angles between the flies' heading and the bar position were roughly 45 ( Figure 2A) , irrespective of the type of bar stimulus used ( Figure S2A ). Retinal position error angles and amplitude were weakly correlated (t test for slope, p < 0.001; linear regression, R 2 = 0.13; Figure 2A ), whereas pre-and post-saccade position error angles were strongly correlated (t test for slope, p < 0.001; linear regression, R 2 = 0.89; Figure S2B ).
The magnitude of the pre-saccade retinal position error was In the mixedeffect model, individual animals had a marginally significant effect on the integrated retinal position error (mixed effect model; p = 0.0431); therefore, individual animals contribute to some of the variability in the trigger. A challenge in identifying the source of the variability in the trigger is that it could arise from both external experimental influences and internal stochastic processes (see Discussion). Notwithstanding the presence of variability, our findings favor a mechanism whereby flies implement temporal integration of retinal position error within a narrow spatial field ( Figure 2A ) and that integrated retinal position error beyond a threshold generates a tuned fixation saccade.
We noticed that the measured integrated retinal position error magnitude does not equal the expected integrated retinal position error if one calculates the temporal integral directly from the error angle with respect to the visual midline and corresponding ISI ( Figures 2C and 2D ). In other words, a pre-saccade retinal position error of 40 ( Figure 2C , first column) over a time interval of 400 ms ( Figure 2D , first column) would predict an integrated retinal position error equal to 8 s, rather than the 2 s we measured ( Figure 2E , first column; area under curve = 40 3 0.400 s/2 = 8 s). One possible explanation is that, after a saccade, flies never end a saccade with the bar fixated on visual midline; indeed, flies were always offset and thereby perpetually lagged behind the bar (Figures 1B and 1D ; Movie S1). Thus, during bar-fixation bouts, the position of the bar that triggers a saccade does not integrate from the fly's midline to the saccade-triggering angle but rather through a smaller region of space offset from the visual midline. Based on the measured ISI range of $250-450 ms and median integrated retinal position error of 2 s ( Figure 2D ), we predicted the region of space for integration to be approximately 9 -16 . To confirm this, we measured the offset between the bar and the fly heading immediately after a saccade. The end-of-saccade, fly-to-bar offset was speed invariant, with a median of 26 (ANOVA; p = 0.312; DF = 2; mean ± SD: 26 ± 14 ; Figure S2E ), which is consistent with the approximately linear scaling of saccade amplitude with bar speed ( Figure 1H ). This offset confirms our prediction that flies temporally integrated bar position through a narrow region of space following a saccade and thereby provides some consistency in the reported magnitude of the integrated error ( Figure 2E ).
Optomotor Saccades Are Triggered by Integrated Error and Dynamically Tuned to Background Speed
We demonstrated that bar fixation uses saccades tuned to visual motion and that bar motion itself generates little smooth movement between saccades ( Figure 1C ), but in contrast, motion of the visual panorama should generate primarily smooth movement and only occasional saccades [26] . To determine whether saccades generated by panoramic wide-field motion are triggered and tuned similarly, we presented flies a rotating visual landscape with no bar (Movie S2). Under these conditions, yaw-based gaze stabilization is enabled by a putative velocity controller whereby flies smoothly track the rotating landscape to minimize retinal slip but generate occasional body saccades (Figures 3A and 3B). As expected, flies operated at high gain to minimize retinal slip ( Figures 3C-3E ). Overall, bouts of smooth movement lasted for an average period of 1.5 s before triggering a saccade in the same direction as the stimulus. We identified 2,232 co-directional saccades across 10 animals (451 trials). These saccades had mean amplitude of 118 , mean duration of 140 ms, and mean angular velocity of 856 s À1 , with dynamics similar to free-flight saccades triggered by rotation of the full visual panorama [26] . Overall, visual rotation triggered more saccades than during the presentation of a static visual landscape, and this relationship was marginally speed dependent (Kruskal-Wallis test with grouped speeds; p = 0.01; Figure S3A ), suggesting that saccades were primarily visually guided but that some spontaneous saccades could be present. Overall, saccades were tuned to motion speed (ANOVA; p < 0.001 for amplitude, duration, and peak angular velocity; DF = 2; Figures 3F, S3B, and S3C). Saccades were triggered at heading angles spanning the entire arena, indicating that the arena provided approximately uniform yaw-based rotational stimuli and that there was negligible mechanical bias in the magnetic tether ( Figure S3E ). Because there was precise tuning of saccade dynamics according to motion dynamics, these results provide assurance that optomotor saccades are visually triggered rather than spontaneous in nature. During rotation of the panorama, flies occasionally generated smaller, anti-directional saccades (Movie S3; 30% of all saccades; Figures S3C and S3F ). Anti-directional saccades were less tuned to motion dynamics than co-directional saccades ( Figure S3G ) and, interestingly, resembled the dynamics of bar-fixation saccades ( Figure 1H ). These anti-directional saccades occurred most frequently at low speeds, where flies operated at the lowest gain ( Figure 3E ). These saccades were less prevalent than co-directional optomotor saccades, so we cannot infer their functional role with confidence, but they may be analogous to optokinetic nystagmus whereby a drifting grating generates reflexive, anti-directional eye saccades.
Because optomotor saccades are visually guided, we hypothesized that they were triggered by a random process predicting the ISIs to be uniformly distributed across a range in time above the saccade refractory period of $200 ms (see Results below for approximation of saccade refractory period). When measuring the distribution of ISIs with all speeds pooled, ISIs were not equally distributed but instead were biased asymmetrically toward smaller intervals ( Figure S3H ). Therefore, we rejected the hypothesis that optomotor saccades are generated by a random process with uniform distribution. Saccades were tuned to motion velocity, and therefore we hypothesized that the same putative velocity controller that minimizes retinal slip generates occasional body saccades. We define angular velocity explicitly as the state variable of the control system to be consistent with prior literature and the established principle that motion detectors-which presumably drive the optomotor response-detect retinal slip [31] . To test the hypothesis that flies compute the integrated velocity error, we computed the integrated retinal slip error over time (units of degrees) driven by smooth movement between saccades (Movie S2). This analysis revealed that the pre-saccade integrated velocity error is speed invariant (Figure 3G ; median error = 6 ; ANOVA; p = 0.201; DF = 2), supporting the hypothesis that flies implement spatiotemporal integration to trigger optomotor saccades ( Figure 3G how is smooth and saccadic movement influenced? To answer this question, we parametrized bar width and revolved the bar in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions at an intermediate speed of 75 s
À1
. Increasing the bar width concomitantly increased yaw-based smooth movement, whereas saccades were optimally triggered with bars spanning approximately 30 -120 in width ( Figure 4A ). The mean integrated retinal position error was speed invariant, but saccade dynamics were speed dependent (Figures 1 and 2 ), so we reasoned that saccade tuning may arise from the total integrated optic flow within a bar, which would scale with bar span. We therefore tested the prediction that wider bars moving at the same speed would generate larger saccade amplitudes, shorter duration, and larger angular velocities. We presented flies with bars spanning 60 , 90 , and 120 in width moving at an intermediate velocity of ±75 s À1 . These widths generated the highest rate of saccades and engaged some smooth movement ( Figure 4A ). Bar width had no effect on saccade dynamics ( The absolute pre-saccade error was considerably larger than the pre-saccade error generated by narrower bars ( Figures  S4A and S4B ), but the actual bar angle swept was consistent when considering the post-saccade error ( Figure S4E ). The post-saccade error varied little with bar width ( Figure S4E ), and the torque also varied little ( Figure S4F ). The finding that different bar widths generate the same saccade dynamics provides interesting insights into the mechanism of saccade tuning. The fact that saccade dynamics are bar speed dependent, but not bar span dependent, suggests that the saccade tuning mechanism does not integrate over the entire span of a bar, i.e., from leading to trailing edge. Instead, we propose that the spatial field for bar motion integration is finite (Figure 2A) , activated by the bar leading edge, consistent with prior findings showing that a revolving ''curtain'' elicits steering responses similar to those generated by a discrete bar [32] . When analyzing the tuning of saccades across the full range of bar width tested, we found that saccade amplitude is similar until about 120 -150 ( Figure 4D ). Beyond this range, saccades begin to take on the character of optomotor saccades ( Figure 3F ). These results suggest that the fixation saccade control system operates within a range below 120
, which is consistent with the finding that the spatial action field for bar motion integration is small (Figure 2A ). Interestingly, above 120
, saccades begin to be tuned to the overall optic flow rather than the bar speed, suggesting that another controller, one that is driven by a large region of the visual field, integrates the total optic flow within Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum within 1.53 inter-quartile range. See also Figure S4 .
the bar. This result would be expected for a wide-field motion detector [33] and also for aspects of bar motion tracking that have been shown to depend upon the magnitude and direction of motion within the bar itself [34] .
Flies Rely on Body Saccades to Fixate a Bar on a Counter-rotating Background but Track the Background Smoothly between Saccades Next, to probe simultaneous bar fixation and optomotor tracking and thereby reveal the dynamics of the putative parallel controllers, we presented flies with a bar moving at constant speed superimposed on a counter-rotating ground of varying speed ( Figure 5A ; Movie S3). We tested three different ground speeds for the same bar speed (113 s À1 ), which we had previously determined to generate robust, sustained bouts of bar fixation. From n = 6,989 saccades (n = 10 animals), we detected 1,361 bar-fixation saccades where flies continuously tracked the bar at least 180 around the arena. During inter-saccade intervals of bar fixation bouts, flies robustly tracked the ground in the direction opposite to bar motion ( Figures 5B-5D ). Following the termination of a bar-fixation saccade, flies reacted to panoramic wide-field motion by re-engaging the smooth movement in as little as 25 ms (median latency; Figure 5B ), which is consistent with the minimum latency of steering responses to impulsive image displacements [34] .
Overall, ground velocity had a marginally significant effect on saccade amplitude, duration, and peak angular velocity (ANOVA; amplitude: p = 0.182; duration: p = 0.032; peak angular velocity: p = 0.011; DF = 2; Figure 5E ). The average magnitude of the peak torque and counter-torque scaled with the ground speed (ANOVA; p < 0.001 for both; DF = 2; Figures 5F, 5G, and S5A). During bar -fixation bouts, the ISIs were effectively constant for different background speeds (ANOVA; p = 0.656; DF = 2) and the triggering error angle scaled marginally with bar speed (ANOVA; p = 0.017; DF = 2; Figures 5H and S5B) . The post-saccade error angle scaled with changing ground speed ( Figure S5C ), suggesting that flies end a saccade at the same heading relative to the bar. We subtracted the pre-from the post-saccade error angle and indeed found that the swept error angle actually varied little with ground speed (ANOVA; p = 0.426; DF = 2). We confirmed that the integrated error did not change across different ground speeds (mixed-effect model; p = 0.897; Figure 5H ), further supporting the hypothesis that spatiotemporal integration underlies saccade control. The integrated error threshold ( Figure 5H ) was smaller in the presence of a rotating ground compared to the case of bar alone ( Figure 2E ). Whereas it is not immediately clear why the thresholds differ, we posit that the bar-ground stimulus, because it engages robust smooth movement between saccades, effectively shortens the time integration window because the fly is rotating away from the bar. This assumes that the spatial receptive field underlying integrated bar error computation is finite, which is supported by our data (Figures 2A and S5B) .
We had initially predicted that saccade dynamics would scale with ground speed because flies would experience different relative bar velocities during periods of inter-saccadic ground optomotor tracking at different ground speeds. Whereas we found some evidence for this, it is not very compelling. One possible interpretation is that the fly's inertia has more of an effect under these stimulus conditions, which may explain why the post-saccade error angle scales with bar speed despite the bar speed being constant. Another possibility is that we pushed the neuromechanical system near its operating limit, which is suggested by the fact that ISIs remained constant across bar speed ( Figure 5H ). It is likely that flies have a refractory period that places an upper limit on saccade rate and therefore lower limit on ISIs. We found that ISIs plateau, suggesting an $200 ms refractory period.
Hybrid Integrate-and-Fire Computations Model Saccade Control
To determine whether a simple mechanism could simultaneously capture the speed-invariant saccade trigger and the tuning of control torque according to bar or wide-field speed, we constructed a reduced-order, single mechanical degree-of-freedom model of the visual fixation task. Based on our behavioral results, a parsimonious model suggests parallel position and velocity controllers ( Figure 6A ). We determined that torque t and saccade amplitude q scale linearly in the behavior ( Figures 1H and 1J) , and we therefore modeled the transform from t to q as a transfer function with simple linear scaling ( Figure 6B ). Our model assumed that, during saccades, flies operate in open loop with respect to vision, which is supported by previous studies [17, 35] . Because saccades are discrete, i.e., non-continuous unlike smooth movement, we modeled the fly as a hybrid dynamical system that exhibits both continuous and discrete dynamic behavior. We modeled the trigger as an integrate-and-fire mechanism linked to a two-state switch and simulated the positionbased control system computationally (MATLAB, MathWorks; Figure S6 ). The operation of the velocity-based controller would be similar in principle, with tuning of saccades from a signal proportional to rotational speed of the panorama ( Figure 6A , dotted line). When the integrator reached a pre-determined constant threshold (C; Figure S6 ), it fired a control signal to trigger a change in switch position, allowing the error signal to flow for a short time interval to generate a scaled torque pulse command.
We modeled the open-loop bar position as a position ramp with different slopes (speeds), as generated in our experiment. The bar position was reset to the initial condition at every firing event, thus resetting the virtual position of the fly relative to the bar to initial conditions. One important point is that we model the mean integrated error but not the variability in the biological saccade trigger ( Figure 2E ) because at present it is unclear whether this stochasticity is due to internal biological processes or other external influences. This simple model was sufficient to capture our finding that flies visually tune saccades by (1) a constant-threshold saccade trigger mechanism and (2) tuning of torque commands that depends on bar speed ( Figure 6C ). All together, these results suggest that simple behavioral algorithms can account for the control of fixation saccades in Drosophila.
DISCUSSION
We discovered that flies that were free to steer on a magnetic pivot finely tuned the dynamics of body saccades both to fixate moving objects and compensate for slip of the panoramic flow field. Saccades were tuned to visual information, regulated by fine adjustments of the torque generated by the wings and were triggered when the temporal integral of either retinal angle error signal (for object) or panoramic slip velocity (for ground) reached a threshold that seems to be stochastic. In addition, we demonstrated a previously unknown switch between fixation saccades and smooth optomotor movement. We presented a novel reduced-order, hybrid control model that simulated both saccade tuning and triggering dynamics for both bar-fixation and optomotor responses.
Saccade Tuning
Fixation behavior has been characterized in a number of different species of flies while rigidly tethered [24] and freely flying [2, 4, 9, 36] . It has been proposed that a control system using both smooth movement and saccades may be near optimal for visual fixation in both invertebrates and humans [3] . To our surprise, we observed that flies relied on saccades to fixate a salient visual object moving across a fixed visual landscape ( Figure 1B) , as there was little smooth yaw movement between saccades (Figure 1C) . When moving a bar superimposed on a counter-rotating ground, however, we found that flies generate saccades to track the bar but also track the ground smoothly between saccades, switching between these two motor control strategies in as little as 25 ms (Figures 5A and 5B) . Finally, by comparing the dynamics of bar-fixation saccades to those of spontaneous saccades, we determined that bar-fixation saccades may fall into a different class as evidenced by their narrow distributions in amplitude, duration, and peak angular velocity ( Figure 1G ). Our results also provide evidence for precise visual tuning of saccades during bar fixation. By studying flight control in magnetically tethered flies that were free to rotate in yaw, we were able to impose precise visual perturbations and record subtle changes in yaw dynamics. Consistent with our results (Figure 2A) , previous studies showed that the amplitude of (C) Error, integrated error, and torque pulse amplitude generated for three simulated bar speeds (blue, green, and red lines). The integrate-and-fire model fires when the integrated error reaches a constant threshold (C; Figure S6 ). The behavioral data are from Figure 2E are reproduced on the right for comparison. See also Figure S6. torque spikes, the behavioral analog to saccades in rigidly tethered flies, is proportional to the azimuthal position of a bar [8] .
Similarly, studies in free flight showed that, prior to landing on a post, Drosophila saccades scale with the angle of the post relative to the fly [9] . Therefore, it is probable that the rotating bar in our flight simulator triggers fixation saccades that are analogous to those generated in free flight during landing approach. Our results are also consistent with previous findings that the angular size of a saccade is controlled by adjusting the magnitude of the initial torque and subsequent counter-torque ( Figure 1J ) [21] .
Saccade Trigger
Our results reject the hypothesis that flies trigger fixation saccades according to absolute retinal position error. Instead, we found that both the absolute retinal position error and intersaccade interval scale with the bar speed ( Figures 2C and 2D ). During bouts of bar fixation, the temporally integrated position error remained constant across different bar speeds ( Figure 2E ). In free flight, flies generate targeted saccades that are triggered over a range of retinal sizes ($30 -60 ), consistent with the range we observed here [9] . Similarly, hoverflies chasing conspecifics generate saccades when the tracking error angle reaches approximately 50 [2] . Finally, the relative bar position error that elicits saccades in freely rotating flies is consistent with previous studies in rigidly tethered flies, revealing that torque spikes occur most frequently when a figure is located in the peripheral field of view, offset by about ±60 from flies' visual midline [8] . Each of these studies reasonably implicate the absolute retinal position for triggering saccades, but none parameterized the speed of the pursuit object, which would have been required to differentiate retinal position error from integrated retinal position error. Whereas the integrated retinal position error measurements are rather variable, the mean converges at roughly 2 s across a diverse set of experimental conditions (Figures 2E, 4C, and 5H ). An interesting avenue for future research will be to determine the source of variability in the trigger and tuning of saccades. We present deterministic models that simulate the mean of distributions, but we do not attempt to model the variability about the mean because its source is unclear and arises at least in part from individual animal variation. An interesting question is whether the saccade trigger is inherently stochastic. Finally, our quantification and modeling of the behavior does not preclude more complicated alternative control strategies. For instance, flies may tune saccades by computing additional terms, e.g., derivatives of object retinal position error, but teasing this out will require a more elaborate set of perturbations.
The notion that, as with the fixation of a vertical object, widefield panoramic motion also triggers saccades at a set threshold of integrated error suggests that motion integration generalizes across two parallel control systems. We observed that the smooth tracking component of the optomotor response would lag behind the stimulus, and therefore flies could not maintain zero error; doing so would most likely require prohibitively high closed-loop feedback gain that may in turn render the fly unstable to small perturbations [37] . We demonstrate that the putative input control signal for smooth optomotor movement-the integrated motion error-is bounded by smooth tracking and saccades as the integrated error accumulates. The error is bounded at around 6 ( Figure 3G ). To our knowledge, the timescale and magnitude of error accumulation during closed-loop optomotor tracking in Drosophila was not known at the level of precision that we have provided here. Thus, we describe a previously unknown functional role for the switch between smooth movement and optomotor saccades, which prevents the integrated error signal to grow without bounds.
Saccades have been proposed to circumvent instabilities in the control system [3] . A study in larger flies posited that a single sensorimotor system may be responsible for generating smooth movement and fixation saccades [27] . Our results support the hypothesis that a velocity controller can generate both smooth movement and optomotor saccades but that object fixation saccades are generated by another, parallel control system, thereby supporting the hypothesis by Land [3] . The hybrid control system we propose would contain a wide-field-motionintegrating component and a saccade-generating component of as yet unknown origin ( Figure 6A ).
Switch between Smooth and Saccadic Movement
The result that flies primarily rely on saccades for bar fixation on a fixed visual landscape rather than a combination of smooth movement and saccades was not expected (Figures 1A-1D ). Primate eyes, in contrast, rely on smooth movement and saccadic eye movement to pursue visual bars [1] . When rotating a narrow bar against a counter-rotating visual landscape, flies switch between smooth movement and saccades ( Figure 5) . Specifically, flies rely on saccades to track the bar but rapidly engage the smooth optomotor reflex between saccades with a delay as small as 25 ms, consistent with other methods of measurement [7] . During inter-saccadic smooth movement, flies are still capable of perceiving and fixating a visual bar, the corollary of which is that bar tracking is little perturbed by movement of the visual panorama [29] . Robustly tracking the ground in closed loop would reduce ground motion on the retina and thereby enhance the visual salience of a moving bar. Systematically increasing bar width revealed that saccades are optimally generated within the range of approximately 30 -120 , whereas the smooth movement system engages more robustly with larger bar widths ( Figure 4A ). This finding is broadly consistent with recent experiments on rigidly tethered flies in which the balance between bar fixation and optomotor stabilization varies continuously over bar width [29] .
Why do flies predominantly use saccadic fixation instead of a combination of smooth and saccadic pursuit? Our results suggest that the contrasting visual panorama engages the smooth optomotor system under closed-loop feedback conditions at high gain. Therefore, any smooth object pursuit would inescapably generate a counter-acting turn by engaging the corrective, wide-field-motion-sensitive optomotor reflex and thereby nullifying any volitional movements. The counter-acting turns could be potentially disengaged by making use of an efference copy to suppress reafferent visual information [35, 38] , but this seems not to be the case for object fixation. Another possibility is that, from a control standpoint, there is an inherent advantage in fixating bars via saccades. It has been demonstrated that smooth movement systems with continuous visual feedback are inherently unstable, particularly when operating with realistic delays and at higher frequencies [3] . Land suggested that one way animals overcome the inherent instability of smooth movement is to generate rapid saccades during which visual feedback is suspended and self-generated eye motion suppressed. Of course, this visual tracking strategy would tradeoff stability for continuous visual feedback, as the bar motion may be imperceptible during a saccade [17, 35] .
Comparison of Bar Fixation in Rigidly and Magnetically Tethered Flies
In response to the presentation of a rotating bar under open-loop conditions, rigidly tethered flies will adjust their wingbeat kinematics in an attempt to track the bar. Previous studies showed that changes in wingbeat amplitude appear to be smooth and periodic as the bar oscillates periodically across the visual midline, suggesting the engagement of a smooth optomotor response [6] . These observations in rigidly tethered flies seem at odds with our current finding demonstrating saccadic fixation of bars, with little or no smooth movement near visual midline. This apparent discrepancy can be resolved in part if we consider that analyses of rigidly tethered flies typically average the time course of the wing beat amplitude (WBA) signals across trials and individuals, therefore effectively low-pass-filtering WBA signals. With averaging, the presence of higher-frequency torque spikes-the behavioral analog to body saccades [10] -becomes difficult to distinguish. When one analyzes the WBA signal from a single trial from an individual fly, the signal contains steplike, torque spikes (e.g., [8] ). The same phenomenon occurs in the magnetic tether apparatus, wherein periodic bar oscillation generates, on average, smooth variation in heading angle [39] . Therefore, averaging of WBA signals-whereas useful to detect effects across trials and individuals-must be interpreted with caution with regards to the motor strategy used by flies for visual fixation.
WBA averaging cannot, however, explain the finding that, in our experimental situation, flies do not fixate the bar on visual midline ( Figure 1E ) the way they do when rigidly tethered [11, 24, 29, 40] . Not only is the fixation histogram bimodal for magnetically tethered flies, they seem to ignore motion cues generated by the bar as it sweeps across midline ( Figure 1F ). This finding contradicts prior studies that demonstrate unequivocally that rigidly tethered flies modulate WBA robustly in response to either small-field motion contained within a bar centered on visual midline or a bar oscillated about visual midline [34] and fixate the bar on midline even when ground motion moves in the opposing direction [29, 40] .
We cannot yet fully explain why a bar moving across visual midline fails to provoke a robust smooth optomotor fixation response in the magnetic tether apparatus, whereas it clearly does so for a rigidly fixed fly, which is what generates the classical unimodal fixation histogram [5] . We would point out, however, that magnetically tethered flies are under active, naturalistic closed-loop feedback conditions with respect to the visual panorama, i.e., steering results in dynamically naturalistic reafferent visual and mechanosensory feedback. By contrast, rigidly fixed flies are under virtual closed-loop feedback conditions, i.e., changes in WBA are coupled to reafferent feedback through an imposed visual gain without any mechanosensory reafference. Our working model is that the wide-field motion detection system is operating in open loop in rigidly tethered flight and is engaged by a revolving bar [40] , resulting in directionally selective smooth tracking responses that are strongest in the frontal field of view [8] , thereby resulting in fixation. By contrast, during magnetically tethered flight, the optomotor system is always engaged in closed loop by the full-size visual panorama [29] , and so the bar is ''ignored'' by the wide-field motion detection system and engages only the higher-order figure motion subsystem [8] that triggers saccades when the bar appears in the visual periphery and crosses the integrated error threshold.
Effect of Constraining Dynamics in Magnetically Tethered Flight
Studying flight in tethered preparations is desirable to systematically parametrize the analysis of behavior yet raises the question of which components of the sensorimotor loop present during free flight are lost or altered by constraining the behavior. For instance, free flight combines rotational and translational motion cues, but here only rotational cues were investigated. Despite these limitations, we observed saccade dynamics that were similar to those measured in free flight. For instance, saccade amplitudes ranged from about 30 for bar-fixation saccades to 60 for spontaneous saccades and well over 100 for optomotor saccades, which compare to free flight averaging about 90 [21] . Free-flight saccades are banked turns involving rotation about the yaw, pitch, and roll axes [21, 22, 41] , but the magnetic tether limits rotation to the yaw axis, which a recent study showed to be the slower phase during free-flight saccades [21] . Also, tethered flies use a ''clap and fling'' stroke, where the wings make contact at the peak of the upstroke [10, 42] . Under these conditions, flies generate a large pitch moment that may interfere with the production of yaw torques [43] . The duration of saccades measured here tended to be longer than those measured in free flight [21] , which could be due to constrained haltere feedback, particularly as halteres are most sensitive to rotations along the pitch and roll axes [44] . Thus, our estimates of torque must be interpreted with appropriate caution. Yet our measurements of angular acceleration demonstrate that saccades in the magnetic tether are inertial and arrested by a rapid, active deceleration of the body (Figure S1F ) in a way similar to free-flight saccades [30] . Notwithstanding these important caveats, our results would most likely generalize to free-flight conditions, particularly because initial torque production and turn angle both scale across all three axes of rotation [21] .
Neural Control Hypotheses
We determined that a switched (hybrid), integrate-and-fire model is sufficient to explain saccade control during a visual object fixation task ( Figure 6A ). Specifically, our findings evoke a small-field-motion-sensitive system for object fixation, in which flies visually tune saccades using (1) integrated-object-error-based saccade trigger mechanism and (2) tuned torque commands that depend on absolute object error ( Figure 6A) . This model provides a plausible circuit that accounts for the control of bar-fixation saccades. Our findings suggest a parallel wide-field-motion controller that guides both optomotor tracking and optomotor saccades. As with the bar-tracking controller, the wide-field-sensitive optomotor controller would generate a saccade when the integrator reaches a set threshold, albeit in velocity rather than position, with tuning to background motion velocity. We posit that these two controllers always operate in parallel because (1) optomotor stabilization is essential for enhancing visual salience of objects ( Figure 5A ) and (2) optomotor tracking is engaged even when a very narrow bar is present in the periphery ( Figure 4A ). Whereas we propose a deterministic model for the trigger of saccade, we note that the parameter for triggering saccades (integrated retinal position error) is quite variable (Figures 2E and 3G) . Although it is difficult to distinguish the source of this variability-it could arise from the magnetic tether restricting saccade dynamics, variation in preparations, individual animal variation, etc.-an interesting avenue for future research will be to determine whether trigger timing variability arises from endogenous stochastic processes in saccade control circuits.
One recent study has identified descending neurons whose activity correlates with spontaneous saccades [19] . At present, it is unknown what neural center could provide the trigger for bar-fixation saccades. We posit that the object-tracking tracking system should (1) exhibit no directional selectivity (Figure S1A ), (2) have narrow bilateral receptive fields offset by approximately ±45 (Figure 2A ), (3) be sensitive to bar motion irrespective of wide-field motion ( Figure 5 ), and (4) integrate position error ( Figure 2E ). Small-object-sensitive neurons have recently been discovered in the lobula of Drosophila; therefore, the lobula may be a good candidate to implement tuning of visually guided saccades during object fixation [45, 46] . In contrast, the wide-field system should respond weakly to bar motion (Figure 4A ) and integrate wide-field motion velocity. An obvious potential system for wide-field integration is the directionally selective wide-field cells of the lobula plate, at least one of which has been shown to act as an integrator of horizontal motion [31] .
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
A wild-type Drosophila melanogaster Meigen strain was maintained at 25 C under a 12 hr: 12 hr light:dark cycle with access to food and water ad libitum. All experiments were performed with 3-to 5-day-old female flies.
METHOD DETAILS
Animal preparation
We prepared the animals for each experiment according to a protocol that has been previously described [28] . Briefly, we cold-anesthetized the flies by cooling them on a Peltier stage maintained at approximately 4 C. We glued stainless steel minutien pins (100 mm diameter, Fine Science Tools, Foster City, CA) onto the thorax by applying UV-activated glue (XUVG-1, Newall). The pin was placed on the thorax projecting forward at an angle of approximately 30 , which is similar to the body's angle of attack during free flight [22] . The pin's length was approximately 1 cm to minimize the moment arm about which the fly can generate cross-field torques in pitch and roll. The pins were less than 1 percent of the fly's moment of inertia about the yaw axis. Flies were allowed at least one hour to recover before running experiments.
Flight arena
The magnetic-tether arena has been described elsewhere [10, 28] . Briefly, the display consists of an array of 96 3 16 light emitting diodes (LEDs, each subtending 3.75 on the eye) that wrap around the fly, subtending 360 horizontally and 60 vertically ( Figure 1A ). Flies were suspended between two magnets, allowing free rotation along the vertical (yaw) axis. We illuminated the fly from below with an array of eight 940 nm LEDs. We video-recorded the angular position of the fly within the arena at 160 frames s -1 with an infrared-sensitive camera placed directly below the fly (A602f, Basler, Ahrendburg, Germany).
Experimental protocol
After suspending the fly within the magnetic field, we gave the flies several minutes to acclimate. We began each experiment by eliciting sustained rotation of the fly by rotating a visual panorama either clockwise or counterclockwise for 30 s at 120 s -1 . From these data, we estimated the fly's point of rotation by computing the cumulative sum of all frames and measuring its centroid. We elicited rotation by rotating a vertical pole of expansion and contraction that was separated by 180 . Previous studies have shown that flies actively avoid the pole of expansion [47] . This stimulus elicited a strong rotatory, yaw-based optomotor response. Flies that could not robustly track the pole of contraction throughout the arena were not used in experiments.
In a preliminary experiment, we determined that a motion-defined bar (textured moving bar superposing on a similarly textured static background) elicited $50% more bar-fixation saccades than a dark bar on a uniform ground therefore we used the former stimulus to study saccade control (1,205 versus 617 saccades, respectively; n = 12 animals, 112 trials, balanced design). From our subsequent experiment using the motion-defined bar, we detected a total of 2,968 bar-fixation saccades (n = 10 animals; median number of saccades per 30 s trial = 40). This number of fixation saccades represented 47% of the total saccades identified across all trials and individuals, suggesting that in our setup a large portion of body saccades are generated to robustly fixate the bar.
Visual stimulation
In the magnetic tether, we elicited visual bar fixation by rotating a motion-defined, 8-pixel-wide (30 ) vertical bar on a randomlygenerated background of 'on' and 'off' pixels. The stimuli were one dimensional in that they varied only in azimuth, were identical in elevation (i.e., all texture was oriented vertically and moved horizontally). The bar's initial position was generated from a pseudorandom sequence. To determine the dynamics of saccades elicited by rotation of a wide-field stimulus, we presented a randomlytextured panorama. We presented all stimuli at three different angular velocities. We randomized the order, direction, and speed of each stimulus to minimize habituation. We presented each stimulus for a period of 30 s, defining the duration of an individual trial. Between each trial, we presented a fixed visual landscape for 25 s for the fly to rest. To determine the performance of bar fixation on a counter-rotating ground, we moved the ground at three different velocities (38, 75, 113 s -1 ) while the bar moved at a fixed speed 113 s -1 . We had previously determined that this bar speed elicits robust bar fixation on a fixed visual landscape. To determine the dynamics of spontaneous saccades, we displayed a fixed visual landscape consisting of a random pattern of on and off pixels and recorded the fly's angular positon for 30 s. Only flies that flew continuously for at least 10 trials were included in the analysis. If flies stopped flying during a trial, the trial was discarded. We ignored the first 5 s of a trial in order to avoid the inclusion of spontaneous saccades which could be generated when the stimulus first appears.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Saccade analysis
To identify saccades, we analyzed the angular position data using custom scripts (MATLAB, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Briefly, to calculate the orientation of the fly, we converted each frame to a binary image and modeled the shape of the fly as an ellipse. We manually defined the head orientation relative to the center of rotation in the first frame to set the initial conditions. We applied a low-pass, Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz to the position data and took the derivative of the filtered data to identify saccade events. To define a saccade-detection threshold, we estimated the standard deviation of the background noise of the velocity data for each trial. We defined the noise floor s n as s n = median jx j 0:6745 (Equation 1) where x is the filtered signal, which provides a robust estimate of the noise floor in the presence of spiking events [48] . We defined the threshold as four times the estimated noise floor. We then determined the peak of a velocity spike by computing the local maxima. We defined the period of a saccade as the time when fly's angular velocity was greater than one quarter of the peak amplitude, a method which has been adopted previously and that we found to work adequately [10] . We rejected saccades below 10 and above 180 in order to avoid the possible inclusion of tracking error into our dataset. To determine the delay between the termination of a saccade and the engagement of the optomotor reflex during the simultaneous presentation of a moving bar superimposed on a moving ground, we estimated the time between the termination of the saccade (1/4 of peak angular velocity) and the local maximum of the fly heading, corresponding to the transition to smooth movement ( Figure 5B ). This measurement provides a conservative estimate of the switching delay.
To estimate a fly's torque, we modeled the rigid body dynamics of the fly as
where q is the yaw angle, I is the moment of inertia, C is the linear rotational damping and t is the wing-generated torque. We used values for I (1.0 3 10 À12 Nm,s 2 ) and C (5.2 3 10 À12 Nm,s) that have been estimated for a magnetic-tether apparatus identical to ours [10, 49] ; in the magnetic tether, the ratio of inertial (I) to viscous forces (C) yields a time constant of 0.2 s [10] , which is significantly longer than the duration of a saccade. These constants take into consideration the effects of magnetic, gravitational, and aerodynamic forces as well as the offset from the point of rotation to the center of mass in estimating the moment of inertia [10] . To define bouts of bar fixation, we measured the correlation between the fly position and the bar position signals using a sliding, non-overlapping window (window width = 180 ). We defined robust tracking when 95% of the variance was captured by linear regression analysis and the fly tracked continuous tracked bar for at least half a revolution around the arena (180 ), corresponding to approximately five fixation saccades. The statistical outcome of our study did not change when including saccades where the fly tracked the bar continuously for either one quarter of a revolution (90 ) or a full revolution (360 ). Only saccades co-directional to the bar were included in the final analysis. In few cases (2/181 trials), flies continuously anti-tracked the bar. We computed integrals using trapezoidal numerical integration. Head movement was very small compared to body movement, therefore we did not include head movement in our analysis of integrated retinal position error (mean ± 1 SD = 1.1 ± 1.9 ; n = 5 flies, 40 trials).
Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and JMP (SAS, Cary, NC, USA). For statistical analysis, we treated each saccade as an independent sample and evaluated the effect of individuals using mixed-effect models where individuals were modeled as random factors. Unless otherwise noted, data were plotted after taking the average for each individual across trials (e.g., boxplots), thereby avoiding pseudoreplication. For boxplots, the central line is the median, the bottom and top edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles and the whiskers extend to the lowest and highest datum within 1.5 3 IQR (inter-quartile range) or approximately ± 2.7 3 SD (standard deviation).
